
making collaborative 
business intelligence easy  
for better library decisions  

SpydusManager offers a fresh approach 
to library business intelligence, one 
which focuses on empowering library 
decision makers with the ability to 
access, understand and act on fact-
based insight.

Designed for library decision makers, 
SpydusManager is more than just highly 
interactive dashboards and intuitive data 
visualisations. It’s innovative end-user-
oriented software that’s incredibly easy-
to-use, offers a richer view of data and 
trends in your library service, and with 
collaborative features makes for better, 
more efficient fact-based decision-
making.
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Flexible and easy reporting
Being completely browser based, 
SpydusManager is quick and easy to use. 
Library content is created once; with that 
single version of the truth being available 
anywhere, on any device. 

• Accessible via any mobile device
• Get the reports you want by quickly 

applying filters, sub queries and use 
drill-through, down-down or drill-
anywhere to find the detail you  
need fast.

• Build interactive library reports in 
just minutes with drag-and-drop 
functionality.

Collaboration and sharing
Easily share your Spydus insights with 
library colleagues to take smarter, 
faster collective action. SpydusManager 
empowers you to annotate reports or 
dashboards, make public and private 
comments on specific content, create 
discussions, receive automated alerts and 
schedule reports. 

Richer views of data and trends
SpydusManager dashboards are 
customisable and highly interactive, 
providing the perfect way to monitor 
library business at a glance. With more 
time spent analysing  data and less time 
writing reports, SpydusManager provides 
you with a more comprehensive analysis 
of the effectiveness of the library service. 

• Quickly apply filters, sub queries and 
use drill-through, down-down or drill-
anywhere to find the detail you need 
fast. With SpydusManager, you can go 
quickly from data to dashboards in just 
hours, and don’t need the assistance 
of your library reports specialist to  
set up

• Enhanced forecasting and trending 
makes it easier for you to conduct 
better, faster data analysis  
without the need to perform 
advanced calculations

• Overlay your library data with 
SpydusManager ‘GeoPacks’ for  
mapping intelligence.
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